Colasoft Packet Sniffer Software, a
Smart Choice for Network Management
under Shrinking IT Budget
CD, China, Nov. 17 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Choosing a network analyzer
software is hard; choosing a network analyzer software under shrinking IT
budget is even harder. Colasoft (colasoft.com), a dedicator in network
analysis field, shows its good will. It recently launched its winter
promotion campaign during which customers who purchased its flagship product
– Capsa, can get one additional year free maintenance. This promotion
campaign provides decision makers a smarter choice under shrinking IT budget.

“We are glad to launch this promotion campaign as we
understand the current situation IT departments are facing,” said Roy Luo,
CEO, Colasoft, “and I’m also glad that companies starts paying attention to
our not-very-expensive software solutions and realizing how good our software
product is.”
Capsa is a packet sniffer software designed for network monitoring and
troubleshooting purposes. It performs real-time packet capturing, 24/7
network monitoring, advanced protocol analyzing, in-depth packet decoding,
and automatic expert diagnosing. By giving users insights into all of the
network’s operations, Capsa makes it easy to isolate and solve network
problems, identify network bottleneck and bandwidth use, and detect network
vulnerabilities, external attacks and insecure applications.
Capsa is designed to be used by both IT professionals and novice users.
Problems are clearly identified, and solutions are suggested in
understandable terms. The program includes tables and graphs, as well as
intuitive statistics and reports. Users can directly monitor http requests,
email messages, DNS queries, as well as real-time activities and message
details for the four most popular instant messengers: MSN, AIM, ICQ, and
Yahoo Messenger.
What separates Capsa from other packet sniffer software is its unique ability
to conduct quick drilldown analysis on a single workstation, protocol or
packet. After locating a single item, it allows you to get comprehensive and
dedicated information about that item.
Whether for a network administrator who needs to identify, diagnose, and

solve network problems quickly, an IT professional who wants to monitor user
activities on the network, a security manager who needs to ensure that the
corporation’s communications assets are safe, or a consultant who has to
quickly solve network problems for clients, Capsa has the functions that
satisfy the diversified needs perfectly.
Capsa 6.9 runs under Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista. A trial version is available
at the company’s web site: www.colasoft.com.
About Colasoft
Ever since 2001, Colasoft has been dedicated in providing all-in-one and
easy-to-use network analysis software for customers to monitor, analyze, and
troubleshoot their network. Up to now, more than 4,000 customers in over 70
countries trust the flagship product – Capsa as their network monitoring and
troubleshooting solution. The company also offers four free network
utilities: Colasoft Packet Builder, Colasoft Packet Player, Colasoft MAC
Scanner, and Colasoft Ping Tool. Learn more today at www.colasoft.com.
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